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"Henrico Edflix" was Henrico County Public Schools' (HCPS) solution to an almost immediate
shutdown of in-person learning across its 72 schools and program centers in response to the
spread of the coronavirus.

Henrico Edflix, inspired by the popular Netflix platform, was a means to provide teachers,
students, families and community members on-demand access to virtual learning opportunities.
Edflix was accessible to students in all grade levels, emphasizing the knowledge, skills and
attributes in the Henrico Learner Profile, HCPS’ blueprint for learning. Edflix offered distance
learning in a fun, flexible format that used “choice boards,” authentic assessments, teacher video
segments, technical support and family engagement sessions.

Problem/Challenge/Situation Faced by Locality
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Henrico County Public Schools had to prepare for an almost immediate shutdown of in-person
learning. To protect our learners from the effects of COVID-19, the school division took steps to
provide a safe and secure learning environment for our more than 50,000 students and more than
7,000 employees. Since we could not determine how long our 72 schools and programs would
remain closed, HCPS had to develop a creative approach to provide virtual learning quickly.
Although the school division is fortunate to have computers for all secondary students, there was
very little cohesion and understanding of what 100% virtual learning would look like at a
divisionwide scale. How would we develop and maintain a platform quickly that could reach all
learners? How could we continue to offer instruction tailored to our commitment to “Life-Ready”
skills and concepts such as communication, collaboration, critical thinking and creativity, quality
character and global citizenship? How would we develop a structure to help students easily
navigate and discover learning opportunities based on their grade level and experiences? How
would we know if users would be using the platform?

How Program Fulfilled Awards Criteria
Edflix was a collaborative project across HCPS departments that focused on the whole student,
providing academic support, authentic assessment, social-emotional learning and family
connections. With an innovative format and structure, it encouraged student agency and choices
in an anytime, anywhere setting. Because of the success of EdFlix, a similar format called
“Wellness Wednesdays” is being used to continue learning during the parallel-hybrid learning
scenario. Through this commitment to providing students with meaningful, life-ready learning
experiences in a virtual environment, student learning can flourish as Henrico County Public
Schools continues to provide innovative approaches for promoting lifelong learners.

How Program Was Carried Out
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With schools closing because of the pandemic, Henrico County Public Schools leaders realized
we needed to continue to offer learners opportunities to engage synchronously and
asynchronously. The idea of dividing the learning into three educational “seasons” allowed us to
adjust the return-to-school timeline if necessary. The seasons debuted on Edflix. Every two
weeks, educational episodes were updated and “streamed” on this platform to ensure learning
continuity. New episodes consisted of updated choice boards, that enabled students to choose
among educational activities and authentic assessments.

Season 1: Virtual/Distance Learning (premiered March 13 - April 3, 2020)
Season 1 met teachers' and students' immediate needs by having specialists at the division level
provide much-needed support and content to teachers who have had little-to-no experience
teaching in a virtual classroom. HCPS content specialists created choice boards and authentic
assessments in language arts, math, science, social studies, library and information, music, art
and P.E. learners could exercise choices about which activities they wanted to complete. The
goal was to tap into a model called “Deeper Learning” by making activities that could occur
“anytime, anywhere,” were authentic and connected, were student-owned and were communitysupported. By using the expertise of our content specialists, we were able to frontload the
episodes and provide grade-level specific content to our classroom teachers so they could focus
their attention on professional learning opportunities to help them become more proficient at
virtual learning and parallel teaching.

Season 2: PreK-12 Life-Ready Learning (premiered April 14 - June 15, 2020)
Season 2 allowed Henrico to expand the Edflix platform into a more highly evolved digital platform.
Season 2 episodes still contained choice boards and authentic tasks. Yet, Edflix expanded to
include support for students who struggled academically, by providing them with a direct line of
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support to classroom teachers who could assist them in real-time should they require any clarity
about specific topics. New episodes in Season 2 had material for special education, English as a
second language, and sign language support embedded in each episode. This was done by
providing learners with voice-overs and extra support for each episode. Community feedback also
prompted for the release of a Spanish Version of Edflix. As stated earlier, students had “voice and
choice” over which activities they wanted to complete, but now they could receive teacher
feedback and showcase their learning with other students.

Season 3: Summer Fun - Culminate and Celebrate (premiered July - August 2020)
Season 3 offered optional summer enrichment for students and families. This season was
designed to continue fostering student agency. A primary goal was the reduction of the “summer
slide,” where students’ knowledge erodes while they are out of school. Season 3 enabled students
the option to practice and reinforce their content knowledge in core subjects. Students were now
accessing digital tools and programs such as Dreambox and Smarty Ants that were embedded
on the website and in the choice boards. Using the help of HCPS specialists in the areas of library
services, fine arts, and health and P.E. during this time enabled the release of highly anticipated
episodes. These featured book talks, music challenges, virtual field days, social-emotional wellbeing exercises, and family STEAM and art challenges. During this season, HCPS was able to
complete the process of providing all HCPS students with their own laptops or devices. Now all
students could fully embrace learner activities that focused on content learning, soft skills and
student choices.

The HCPS Department of Teaching, Learning and Innovative collaborated closely with the
departments of Operational Technology and School Quality to make sure we were able to meet
our students' needs. Mobile Wi-Fi hotspots were made available to teachers and students who
could not access reliable internet at home. Accommodations were made for all lessons so that
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students could have directions read aloud in a prerecorded audio format. Sign language
accommodations and a Spanish version of Edflix were made available to our learners. Printing
options enabled schools and families to print hard copies of content when needed.

Financing and Staffing
The Edflix platform was built using Google Sites. This platform enabled us to seamlessly integrate
the Google Workforce apps into the material's design and delivery. For example, Google Slides
provided the choice boards for our learners, Google Docs housed the authentic assessments and
teacher rubrics, Google Forms was used to collect student feedback, and Google Drive and
YouTube for Education housed our video collections. HCPS uses the free version of Google
Workforce, so the cost was not an issue and is provided free to our school division.

Henrico County Public Schools was able to take advantage of free e-learning opportunities
provided by vendors in response to the pandemic as well as use federal CARES Act funding to
help procure division-level resources for all schools. Many of these resources were incorporated
into the choice board activities and provided equitable access for all learners.

Disclaimer: Even though the crux of this program came at no cost, the school division provided
all students in grades 6-12 with a Dell laptop, all students in grades 1-5 with a Chromebook, and
all students in kindergarten and pre-K with an iPad. HCPS also provided mobile Wi-Fi hot spots
on an as-needed basis). Putting devices in the hands of all students dramatically contributes to
the success of distance learning and an equitable foundation for all students.

Program Results
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The success of Henrico County Public School’s Edflix virtual learning experience is evident by
the continuity of learning it provided for all learners in the midst of the coronavirus pandemic.

Communication and branding were key to the success of this program. All school stakeholders
were informed of this initiative via SchoolMessenger (our messaging platform), social media, the
HCPS website and news releases aimed at local media. When Edflix launched in March 2020,
traffic to our landing page grew from 3,190 unique hits in February 2020 to 44,059 hits in March
2020. As students, parents, and guardians continued to access the platform, that number grew to
111,316 users for April 2020, a 3,390% increase in two months. During the summer months, we
encouraged students to “check in” if they were taking advantage of the choice boards. More than
1,000 students checked in during this time.
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Brief Summary
With schools closing because of the pandemic, Henrico County Public Schools needed to offer
learners opportunities to engage in learning on a daily basis, both synchronously and
asynchronously. The idea of dividing the learning into three educational “seasons” allowed us to
adjust the return-to-school timeline if necessary.

The seasons debuted on Edflix. The first season began a week after schools were closed, lasted
until spring break and was intended as a bridge until the path forward for schools for the remainder
of the year became clearer. As the possibility of a longer closure became clear, the second season
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launched the day after spring break and continued until the end of the school year in June. Season
three was offered in July and August, offering a summer enrichment experience for students and
families, as well as the option to practice and reinforce content knowledge in core subjects.

Within each season, educational episodes were updated and “streamed” on this platform to
ensure learning continuity every two weeks. New episodes consisted of updated choice boards,
that enabled students to choose among educational activities and authentic assessments.

This initiative represented a collaborative effort across many departments within the school
division. The success of Henrico County Public School’s Edflix virtual learning experience is
evident by the continuity of learning it provided for all learners in the midst of the coronavirus
pandemic.

Communication and branding were key to the success of this program. When Edflix launched in
March 2020, traffic to our landing page grew from 3,190 unique hits in February 2020 to 44,059
hits in March 2020. As students, parents, and guardians continued to access the platform, that
number grew to 111,316 users for April 2020, a 3,390% increase in two months.

Edflix Virtual Learning Experience
Supplemental Materials

●

What is Edflix Season 2 Video

●

Link to Edflix Website

●

Link to Edflix (En Español)

●

Media Coverage

